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Abstract  

A Phone Application to Provide 
Advanced Remote Control Functionality 

to an Embedded Systems Product 

 
Larry Ashley Michel, MSE 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010  
 

Supervisor: Sarfraz Khurshid  
 

With the increasing popularity of phone application development, a number of features 

have surfaced that enable users to utilize extended functionalities with their phone. With 

a single device, a user is now able to have access to the latest trends. As a result, 

functionalities from various products such as personal computers or GPS devices can 

now be accessible in one place. While this technology is evolving at a fast rate, it is the 

embedded technology and hardware that drive it which facilitate the innovative designs 

and solutions. At the other end of the spectrum of embedded systems, companies 

continue to maintain legacy products that use embedded chips  programmed through 

their flash memory. With this perceived commitment to stay loyal to their older product 

designs, it has become rather cumbersome for such companies to stay current with the 

latest hardware and software trends. The result is higher costs to the customers for their 

high-end products. While the average user invests in newer and faster Google phones 

or iPhones, it is unlikely that the same can be said for commercial products such as a 

refrigerator or a ball machine. What if a development framework existed that allowed 

customers to have access to better user interfaces and functionalities over the lifetime 
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of their product? In this Masters report, an innovative approach is discussed which 

demonstrates the latest mobile phone technology combined with an existing embedded 

device being applied to the conversion of a low-end tennis ball machine into an 

affordable high-end one. 
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1. Introduction 
 While using a Tennis Tutor ball machine that was bought over 20 years ago and 

refurbished 10 later, I found that one feature that I always wished the machine had was 

the ability to remember settings from my previous practice session. While moving the 

machine back and forth between the tennis court and my home, it was not uncommon 

for the control knobs to be knocked out of place. As a result, the next ball that the 

machine would project could either shoot way past the service line or slam right into the 

net. Consequently, the next step was always to then spend a minute or two readjusting 

the settings manually to ensure that the tennis balls would stay within the limits of the 

Tennis court. This would unfortunately be an ongoing process during the practice 

session. In fact, this would happen each time I needed to practice a different shot. 

Years later, when the system was refurbished with newer parts, it became obvious that 

not much had changed in terms of the technology. While the newer systems had some 

newer features such as spin, the user interface was still very rudimentary. Moreover, the 

remote control continued to provide the same stop and go feature. In exploring the high-

end ball machines from Tennis Tutor and other companies, I saw costly solutions that 

offered attractive features. So, my question was: what if I came up with a ball machine 

that could have some of the novel features and still be scalable? As phone application 

development for the iPhone and Google phone became a trend, I started looking into 

that and explored the idea that the new phones’ networking capability could potentially 

be used to remotely control devices. In this Masters report, a solution to the following 

question is sought. What would it take to turn an existing product such as a refrigerator 

or a ball machine into a device that could be remotely controlled by an iPhone 
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application? While the original goal was to build the entire system, the project was 

scaled back due to constraints. Hence, in this report, a system is designed and some 

modules prototyped to show feasibility. 

1.1 Historical Background Information 

Over the years, embedded system technologies have evolved allowing companies to 

design innovative embedded products that can have Personal Computers like 

capabilities. Nowadays, operating systems such as Linux maintain embedded versions 

of their images thereby making them ideal for innovative solutions. As we move to an 

age where storage devices are becoming smaller, a realm of opportunities opens up for 

the embedded community. On the other hand, companies that have pioneered the less 

popular devices continue to lag behind as they insist on maintaining their older product 

line. For example, Lobster and Tennis Tutor  are companies that have base products 

which have hardly evolved over the years. As a result, their customers have to pay a 

couple of hundred dollars extra just to have an additional feature or two. For more 

advanced features such as enhanced shot selections and automation, these companies 

are charging an additional $500 to $1500. In fact, over a period of twenty years, I found 

that only a handful of features were added to the newest base models that differentiate 

them from their predecessors. As none of these companies seems to be in a hurry to 

enhance their product line with novel embedded solutions, the cost of getting a ball 

machine with an adequate set of features is very high. 

1.2 Goal of this project 

For this project, an embedded solution is needed that will enable communication 

between an iPhone or iPod touch and the target system. How do you bring networking 
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capabilities to the Tennis Tutor ball machine? Once the system has networking 

capabilities, then how do you control devices that were previously controlled through 

hardcoded programs on a circuit board? Assuming that the network enabled system can 

communicate with the devices, the manner of communication between the Ball Machine 

and the phone must be understood. Hence, there are 3 subsystems designed in this 

project:  

 The user interface. 

 How the Tennis Tutor ball machine communicates to the phone. 

 The interface to map user commands  into hardware tasks. 

This document covers setting up a development environment, designing software and 

hardware in order to improve the existing user interface of a Tennis Tutor ball machine.  

In the next sections, the Tennis Tutor ball machine and the reason why it was chosen is 

described in more details. 

1.3 Tennis Tutor Ball Machine 

1.3.1 Overview 

The Tennis Tutor is a tennis ball machine that can be used by  average and advanced 

tennis player to sharpen their tennis skills. It is made of a plastic frame with a user 

interface panel on the right side, a ball feeder at the top, and an opening at the front 

from which the balls are ejected. At the bottom of the ball feeder, a plate with 4 holes 

spins around while being driven by a motor controlled through the User Interface. 

Underneath the plate is another hole to that leads to a slide, which feeds  into the 
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shooting apparatus.  As the plate spins around, the balls fall into the slide whenever top 

and bottom holes are aligned. During operation, the ball machine will shoot tennis balls 

at speed varying between 1 and 85 mph. As it rests on a mechanical apparatus that 

allows it to rotate along a rotational axis, it is able to direct the ball to different targets on 

the tennis court. Furthermore, it is very portable.  

1.3.2 Ball Shooting Mechanism 

When the Tennis Tutor is powered on, the goal is for the balls to be fed into a slide as 

previously mentioned. When a ball falls into the slide, it accelerates toward a set of 

rubber wheels, which are situated at the end of the slides and behind the front opening. 

These wheels are positioned side by side and the space between them is only a third of 

the diameter of a tennis ball. Once a ball hits the spinning wheel, it is grabbed and 

squeezed into the tight space between the wheels.  As the ball moves through, pressure 

is built which causes the ball to accelerate as it is released from the grip of the wheels. 

This causes the ball to be ejected in the direction where the wheels are pointing to. The 

wheels mechanism can be tilted up and down through another motor, which rotates 

back and forth. As most devices on the ball machine are controlled through motors that 

enable rotation to take place, so is the apparatus that controls the direction of the tennis 

balls. The entire ball machine is mounted on this apparatus where the wheels are 

mounted. Through rotation of that mechanical apparatus, the ball machine rocks back 

and forth. The next section describes the various features that allow a user to vary 

speed and direction of the tennis balls through the control panel. 
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1.3.3 User Interface and Features 

The User Interface for the Tennis product line varies from the low-end to the high-end 

products. The current basic interface includes manual switches for turning on and off 

the ball machined, for changing between side-to-side, oscillator and normal modes, 

altering the elevation of the ball and turning. Additionally, there are control knobs for 

increasing and decreasing the speed of the ball, for controlling the spin of the ball, and 

for changing the rate at which the balls are ejected. While it is important to consider the 

various settings, prototyping for this project focuses on only a few of these settings 

including speed, elevation and spin settings. 

In Figure 1, the user interface for today’s baseline product is shown on the right. One 

slight difference between the model shown and the new system that is targeted by this 

design is the LED control for changing the elevation. In the newer Tennis Tutor model, 

the LED gives a measure of the actual elevation and the user can change it by pressing 

arrow buttons. Finally, the remote control, if provided, has a single button to start and 

pause the feeding of the tennis balls. In the next section, limitations of the system which 

prompted this project are discussed. 

 

  



 

Figure 1Us
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to save sequence of shots for future use its pre-programmed shots. “The Deluxe model 

can be programmed to shoot balls in a pattern of up to six shots (SHOT 1 thru SHOT 6), 

with each shot directed to any of seven different court positions (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) 

shown on the tennis court diagram, or to a RANDOM position…The Shot Program 

Memory lets you store shot sequences for your favorite workouts or drills, and then 

recall them with the touch of a button. The Shot Program remembers every setting on 

the control panel including Speed, Elevation, Spin, Interval, and Shot Pattern. You can 

store up to nine Shot Programs that can be recalled at any time. This feature is 

especially useful in situations where there is more than one user for the machine, as 

each user can program in their own favorite settings.” [25] Note that the cost of the 

deluxe model is easily 3 times the cost of the basic model. 
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2. Requirements  

The requirements for this project call for a product that will initially provide some remote 

features. As will be seen later in this report, the design of the new system will be 

scalable, meaning that there will be minimal additional work to be done to extend the 

technology to new features. 

2.1 Graphical User Interface 

The system will support provide a Graphical User Interface that will enable the user the 

ability to operate the ball machine remotely using their iPhone’s screen. 

2.2 Secure Authentication 

The Graphical User Interface will provide the user the ability to authenticate when 

connecting to the ball machine. 

2.3 Self Calibration 

The ball machine should be able to calibrate itself such that incorrect settings can be 

remedied. By self-calibration, we are referring to the capability of the ball machine to 

predict the trajectory of the tennis ball and ensure that it stays within the limits of the 

tennis court. 

2.4 Changing shot selection 

 The user may increase and decrease the speed of the tennis ball. The User may 

alter the angle at which the balls are launched thereby controlling the elevation of 

the tennis balls. 
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 The user may switch between 1-line and 2-line functions. 1-line function implies that 

the ball is shot in a single direction each time. On the other hand, 2-line function 

means that the ball machine alternate between 2 direction. 

2.5 Configure Session and Save Sessions for Future Use 

The User can create a session by selecting different types of shots for a session and 

the frequency. They may also save the session for future use.  
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3 Design and Implementation 

3.1 Overview 

In this section, the overall design of the system is discussed. First, the concept is 

described. Then, a high-level picture of the system is shown and discussed. Then, the 

major components of the system are introduced, their design discussed. Finally, some 

early prototyping is demonstrated.  

Initially, the original goal for this project was to build the entire system. In fact various 

components of the hardware including the embedded controller and hardware 

components were obtained for a more complete prototype. Unfortunately, the 

complexity of the project proved too daunting for the amount of time that could be 

devoted to building the system and because of external circumstances. As a result, the 

prototyping is done more so as a proof of concept and some results are documented in 

this report. 

3.2  Concept 

In this project, a system is designed that enables users to use their iPhones as  remote 

control devices. The design model used is client-server based and uses a Model-View-

Controller like architecture for the user interface. “The Model-View-Controller (MVC) 

pattern separates the modeling of the domain, the presentation, and the actions based 

on user input into three separate classes. The model manages the behavior and data of 

the application domain, responds to requests for information about its state (usually 

from the view), and responds to instructions to change state (usually from the controller. 

The view manages the display of information. Finally, the controller interprets the mouse 
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and keyboard inputs from the user, informing the model and/or the view to change as 

appropriate. “ For the Tennis Tutor iPhone application, the View is the iPhone Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) that is displayed in Figure 7, 8, 9 and 10 and  is visible to the user. 

The Model does the mapping of input received from the controller to data that can be 

understood by the server. The controller itself handles the inputs and manipulates the 

data. 

 

On the embedded development board, digital potentiometers are connected which  

control the voltage being supplied to the ball machine’s motors. Through these digital 

potentiometers specific voltages may be applied, and through the I2C protocol, the 

embedded controller provides the input necessary to achieve a specific voltage. 

  

3.3 Flow Chart 

In Figure 2, a flow chart for the entire system is shown. This shows the sequence of 

events as the user clicks on the buttons to make their selection. On the first screen, the 

user enters information to connect the remote tennis ball machine server. This includes 

the IP address or hostname associated with the embedded system. 
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Figure 2 Flow Chart of the application showing important states and sequence 

3.4 Embedded Controller 

In researching embedded development options which would be adequate for this 

system, the primary requirement was that the candidate embedded controller would be 

WIFI capable. The 2nd requirement was for the controller to be capable of interfacing 

with multiple devices. One product which included an entire development board and 

development environment was the ConnectCoreWi-9C product from Digi. It is shown on 
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Figure 3. Here are some of features per the documentation that came with the 

development environment: 

 An embedded Linux operating system 

 An entire development kit with eclipse to develop applications for the controller. 

 WLAN 

o 802.11 b/g WLAN interface – Standard compliance IEEE 802.11g-2003 

o Frequency 2.4 GHz 

o Data rates: Up to 54 Mbps with fallback 

o WEP, WPA and WPA2/802.11i security standard 

o Single or dual-diversity antenna option 

 Ethernet 

o 10/100 Ethernet interface with optional on-board RJ-45 connector and 

integrated LEDs. 

 USB Connector 

o USB v2.0 full speed (12 Mbps) and low speed (1.5 Mbps) 

o Independent OHCI Host and Device ports 

o Internal USB PHY 

o External USP PHY interface 
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output port must be able to talk to at least 4 devices. Since a parallel port only works for 

one digital potentiometer, it is necessary to expand it in order to communicate with more 

devices. In Figure 4, a small conversion circuit is shown that was available for this 

purpose on the same site that sells the digital potentiometers. This is the only additional 

circuitry that is needed for the entire design aside from the networking capable 

embedded controller. The circuit shows how a parallel port can be used to communicate 

with a digital potentiometer. As there are USB to Parallel port converters and drivers 

available, the proves to be very feasible when using the Embedded Digi Development 

board. Nonetheles, for this design, the circuit needs to be duplicated as many times as 

there are digital potentiometers needed to control the voltage supplied to the ball 

machine internal motors!  

Fortunately, the IEEE 1284 standard extends  DB25 to support up to 8 devices.  In fact, 

“under the IEEE 1284 Daisy Chain Specification, up to eight devices can be connected 

to a single parallel port. Each daisy chain device has two parallel port connectors – a 

host and a pass through connector. The host is connected to the host connector on the 

first device. The pass through connector of the first device is connected to the host 

connector of the next device, and so on. A device that does not support daisy chaining 

can be connected to the pass through connector of the last daisy chain device.” [9] 

 



 

Figure 4 C
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(SPI) need 3 or more lines. So, in an environment where data lines are sparse, it makes 

sense to use I2C. In this design, four potentiometers are actually needed for four 

motors: one for turning the power on and off, two for increasing and decreasing the 

speed of the tennis balls, a fourth potentiometer for changing the angle at which ball are 

ejected (elevation setting) and lastly  the same potentiometers used to control the spin 

imparted to the tennis balls are used for changing the speed of the balls. In this case, 

different voltages are supplied to the top and bottom wheels of the ejection mechanism; 

this results in the balls spinning in the direction that they are moving in (topspin) or in 

the opposite direction (underspin).. As previously stated, data is sent over 2 lines when 

communicating with a device that supports I2C. One line is used to provide a clock and 

the 2nd line is the data line. The potentiometers also have additional connections; 

however, input, output voltages and the ground are the only ones of interest for this 

project. Do note that on the Tennis Tutor ball machine, the power supply is a 12 volts 

one. So, in selecting a viable potentiometer,  a device that could handle such a high 

voltage was chosen..   Below is a table showing the range of voltages which would be 

needed for specific settings.  A <min> ..<max> format is used to indicate a range and a | 

implies or. For example, 0..6 means 0 to 6 volts and 0  | 6 is for 0 or 6 volts. 
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Function/Potentiometer Potentiometer 1 

and 2 

Potentiometer 3 Potentiometer 4 Potentiometer 1 

and 2 

PowerOn/OFF 0 | voltage > 

0 

   

Speed 0 .. 12    

Ball Feed   0 .. 12   

Elevation   -12 .. 12  

Spin    0..12 

 

Table 1 showing voltage ranges for each digital potentiometers and settings 

 

In order to turn the power on and off, the digital potentiometer must shut the power 

completely off by supplying zero voltage. When turning on the system, it supply some 

voltage to turn it on.. For the increasing the speed of the balls, the system needs to 

gradually increase voltage into the wheels’ motors and do the opposite for decreasing it. 

Furthermore, varying voltages to the wheels controls spin, which explains why this 

feature shares its potentiometers with the speed control. The concept of how the iPhone 

will control ball spin is not discussed in this report even though the final product will 

provide spin control as a feature. 
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3.4.4 AD5280 Digital Potentiometer 

In the previous sections, it was discussed how communication with a 2-line device is 

achieved. Now, the attention turns to selecting the right digital potentiometer. The 

AD5282/5280 potentiometers “are single-channel and dual-channel, 256-position, 

digitally controlled variable resistors (VRs). The devices perform the same electronic 

adjustment function as a potentiometer, trimmer, or variable resistor. Another key 

feature is that the parts can operate up to +15 V or ±5 V. Wiper position programming 

defaults to midscale at system power-on. When powered, the VR wiper position is 

programmed by an I2C-compatible, 2-wire serial data interface. The AD5280/ AD5282 

feature sleep mode programmability.” [11] These potentiometers were ordered as 

samples, and seemed to be an excellent choice. They were actual chips that could have 

fit in nicely on the ConnectcoreWI9C development board. However, since the system is 

not being built at this time, their use is deferred to future work. In Figure 5, the circuit 

diagram of the AD5280 is shown. Note the SCL and SDA lines from Figure 4. 

 

  



 

Figure 5 C
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 else.” [23] In this project, the iPhone handles the user interface, and talks to the server, 

which handles the back-end operations. In the next sections, this design is described 

further. 

. 

3.6 Server 

The server runs on the embedded Digi board which listens for connections. Once a 

connection is accepted, then the server processes the client commands and invokes the 

operatortt command interface using the correct flag. The client first sends the string 

“START” which the server interprets as the start of a command. Subsequently, the client 

sends token pairs such as “SPEED 0”, “ELEVATION 5”, “SPIN -10” or “SPIN 7”. These 

tokens are parsed by the servers for speed, elevation, spin…etc.  At the end of the 

session, the client sends the string “END” and the server then uses the operatortt 

command to write to its port the correct values. As mentioned earlier, the user input is 

subsequently mapped to voltage inputs to the motors of the tennis ball machines.  

3.6.1 Command Interface 

The same executable can handle all the requests. When the server receives a 

connection from a client, it then parses the command and invokes the operatortt 

command using the UNIX “system” call. Through various flags, the application will turn 

on the ball machine, increase or decrease the velocity of the tennis balls, alter the initial 

exit angle for the balls which corresponds to the elevation setting on the iPhone. In the 

following sections, the various flags are described. This program is called operatortt, 

and its syntax is as following: 
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operatortt [ -p on|off ] | [ -s [1..10] ] | -e [ 1..10] ] -t [LOB|NORMAL] | start | stop 

-p      through this flag, the Tennis Tutor is powered on or off 

-s      takes as argument a value of 1 to 10 with 1 being the slowest supported speed 

and 10 being the highest supported speed for the tennis balls. 

-e     takes as argument the angle of elevation with the 1 meaning that the balls will 

be ejected so that they barely clear the nets and 10 meaning that the balls will be 

shot as high as possible such that the ball will remain within the limits of the courts. 

The angle varies depending on the shot settings. For the lob setting, the speed of 

the tennis balls is minimized to as to allow maximum height. For the ground stroke 

setting, the elevation of the tennis balls is reduced in order to allow the ball to remain 

within the boundaries of the court. Elevation in this context is the maximum height 

reached by the tennis balls during its flight. 

-t     It takes as argument LOB, for a shot intended to go high over the player’s head 

and GROUND for a shot intended to be hit either as a ground stroke or as a volley. 

start This starts the ball feeder 

stop  This stops the ball feeder 

 

3.6.2 Local Applications 

On the server, applications are written in C which will write to the target ports in order to 

communicate with digital potentiometers. In communicating with n devices, n transmit 

data lines and one clock line are needed. As mentioned earlier, the IEEE 1284 
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standards are used over USB. The USB to IEEE 1284 converter is not expensive, and 

the code to interface with the digital potentiometers through I2C is incorporated into the 

device driver. This would be at the kernel layer. In user space, the applications are 

executed by the user and use system calls to access the digital potentiometers I2C I/O 

functions. In the next section, the implementation is shown. 

 

3.7 iPhone Graphical User Interface 

The iPhone graphical user interface is implemented as following. First a screen with the 

fields for the user to enter the server information is displayed. On that screen, a connect 

button is also displayed. Once the connect button is clicked, then the user is shown 

another screen upon success. From that point on, the user will be able to drill forward 

and back through the screen of the application. For manual mode, the  

3.7.1 Use Case 1 

If PowerOn is selected, then the command to power on the system is sent. The 

server reads the command and executes operatortt with the –p flag. 

 If the power on button is selected, pass to the SSH shell this command:  

operatortt –p on 

 The application will have default settings that the user  chooses to change, but they 

can click on run command any time after the system is powered on.  
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 When run is selected, the command, then the settings are first modified through this 

command: 

operatortt –t 5 –e 2 –t NORMAL 

Then, the start command is executed: 

operatortt start 

 At anytime the user can do a stop  which translates to: operatortt start and operatortt 

stop 

3.7.2 Use Case 2 

 At the start of the application, the manual button is deselected. 

 The add button is highlighted, and the user clicks on it. The default command is: 

operatortt –t 5 –e 2 –t NORMAL 

These commands are written to a user.sh file in the home directory of the user. 

Upon creating a new file, an operatortt –p on is also added at the start of the file. 

The user may specify duration, that is, the number of seconds to wait prior to 

executing any subsequent commands. If a userr enters 60 seconds, a sleep 60, is 

added at the end of the remote script file. An operatortt stop is also added after 

sleep command. 

 The user may repeat the steps many times. 

 When the user selects the run button then that script is executed. 
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 A session may be canceled only through a power off or through a stop. 

This is what an automation script file will look like: 

operatortt  -p on 

operatortt –t 5 –e 2 –t NORMAL 

operatortt start 

sleep 60 

operatortt stop 

operator –t 2 –e 5 –t LOB 

operatortt start 

sleep 30 

3.8 Implementation 

In this section, the implementation is discussed as well the screen captures for the 

prototypes. 

3.8.1 iPhone Tennis Tutor Application 

The iPhone application development was done using XCode 3.2.3 on Mac OSX 10.6.4. 

As the flow chart indicates, the user is able to navigate through views.  Screen captures 

of these views are shown in Figure 7, 8, 9 and 10. When the user starts the application, 

a screen showing a picture of a Tutor Ball machine is shown. Upon hitting start, the user 

is able to navigate to a configuration screen where he/she may enter the IP address of 
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the target system. The port number of the server is fixed and hardcoded as is its IP 

address. Upon the user hitting the connect button, a socket connection is established 

that enables this client to talk to the server running on the target embedded board. For 

this version of the prototype, authentication is not achieved, so any user may connect to 

the server provided they know the IP address. Furthermore, the prototype uses a router 

which assigns an address to the iPhone through DHCP. For the client to know in 

advance the IP address of the Tennis Tutor ball machine, the IP address assigned to 

the NIC card on the embedded DIGI board must be static. Note that networking model 

for the iPhone application was scaled back from the original plan. That plan  was to 

have the iPhone discover the ball machine then talk to its WIFI card in Ad-Hoc mode. 

As the WLAN was never configured correctly, the plan was dropped.. As a result, the  

LAN model where the devices communicated  through a switch or router was preferred. 

In Figure 2, note the automation and configure button. While the Configure button will 

take the user to the next screen where they may change parameters for a session, the 

save button from Figure 3 will overwrite previous settings if automation is turned off. On 

the other hand, if automation is turned on, the shots will be added to a table, which will 

be displayed, should the user hit the display button on that same screen.  One control, a 

button where the user may enter duration in seconds, is missing from Figure 3.With this 

button, the user is selecting how long the tennis balls will used the current settings. In 

automated mode, this would prevent the client from sending commands continuously 

thereby creating unnecessary traffic.  With the time setting, the client will pause for a 

specific amount of time before sending the next command. On the other hand, the 

server will pause the system after the same amount of time has elapsed. Until then, it 
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Lastly, the table in Figure 10 would show actual data showing effective spin, speed and 

elevation. These values can be displayed after the user has entered desired values and 

the system has performed error correction. 

3.8.2 Client 

Once the connect button is pushed by the user, the iPhone tries to connect to the server 

using sockets. If a connection is established, then the controls are enabled that allow 

the user to operate the ball machine. From the configuration table generated by the 

user, the client computes commands to send to the server via the socket.  If a time 

duration is specified, then this means that tennis ball machine will use a particular 

configuration setting for that period of time. For example, the client may tell the server to 

shoot tennis balls for 15 seconds at 85 mph. After the 15 seconds have elapsed, the 

iPhone client then sends the next command. Once the clients send a new command, 

the the server uses the new values to alter the voltages applied to its motors. As 

previously mentioned, this is done through writing to the ports of the embedded 

development board while using the i2c protocol to talk to digital potentiometers. 

3.8.3 Embedded server 

The embedded development is done on eclipse. Through the serial connection, the 

code developed is downloaded onto the embedded development board, and the server 

is executed. The socket that the port listens on is 4369. 
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3.9 Fault Correction 

One of the desired requirements for this system is for it to have the ability to calibrate 

itself. By calibration, we mean that the software will internally predict the desired 

trajectory based on user input; itvalidates whether the input results into a valid 

trajectory. By valid trajectory, we mean a projected trajectory for the ball is computed 

internally from the speed of the ball, the initial angle and the spin applied. We are talking 

here about the basic laws of physics where gravity plays a major role. Some factors that 

could affect the trajectory of the ball include and are not limited to actual weather 

conditions and the weight of the ball. For example, at higher altitude, a tennis ball will 

weigh less. The humidity could also play a factor.  These are some of the external 

factors that are to be accounted for.  

3.9.1 Dynamic Analysis and Calibration 

In order to model the trajectory of the tennis ball, there are 3 factors that need to be 

considered: the length of the court, the laws of physics and the weather. The 

dimensions of the court are statically defined. On the other hand, the weather is not. For 

example, the wind may alter the path of the ball. A ball traveling against the wind at 

constant speed will travel a shorter distance than a ball traveling with the wind moving in 

the same general direction as the ball. Additionally, there are other factors which may 

affect how far a tennis ball travels.  
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3.9.2 Magnus Effect 

A factor which affects the trajectory of a tennis ball is its angular momentum.. This is 

different from the law of gravity; ithas to do more with the pressure generated by the 

flow of air around the tennis ball as it spins. “The commonly accepted explanation is that 

a spinning object creates a sort of whirlpool of rotating air about itself. On the side 

where the motion of the whirlpool is in the same direction as that of the wind stream to 

which the object is exposed, the velocity will be enhanced. On the opposite side, where 

the motions are opposed, the velocity will be decreased. According to the Bernoulli’s 

principle, the pressure is lower on the side where the velocity is greater and 

consequently there is an unbalanced force at right angles to the wind. This is the 

Magnus force.” [4] In other words, if a ball is hit with backspin then the bottom of the ball 

moves in the same direction as the wind stream around the ball. Hence, the bottom 

moves faster than the top resulting in the pressure imbalance and a force that pushes 

the ball up. Similarly, if the ball is hit with topspin, the greater pressure is at the top of 

the ball which moves in the direction of the stream. This explains why a ball that is hit 

with backspin will travel further then a ball that does not rotate. On the other hand, a ball 

with topspin will travel a shorter distance. The speed of rotation also come into play; the 

faster the ball rotates the greater the  forces. Hence, in calibrating the trajectory of the 

Tennis balls, the Magnus effect must be taken into account if the ball machine supports 

spin. 

In taking the Magnus Effect into account, an equation can be applied to each request. 

For example, if the user selects the highest value for speed which corresponds to 85 

mph, then that value could theoretically be substituted into the equation to determine 
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the “fuzz” on the ball as well as the seams. Other phenomena such as drag crisis, “ a 

phenomenon in which drag coefficient drops off suddenly as Reynolds number 

increases” [24] may affect the Magnus Force. While it is important to take these external 

factors into consideration in coming up with an equation for the distance traveled by the 

tennis ball, only gravity is taken into account in the initial phase of this project. 

Accounting for the Magnus effect will be done during testing of the final product and is 

deferred to future work. 

 

3.9.3 Effect of Winds 

As previously mentioned, there are numerous factors that can affect the trajectory of a 

tennis ball.  For example, wind can have a sizeable effect on the path of the ball.. 

Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to gauge its effect accurately. A head wind will cause a 

tennis ball to travel a shorter distance. On the other hand, a tail wind will have the 

opposite effect. With the effect of spins factored in, the impact of winds could be 

magnified. On the tennis court, a tennis player will feel the win in order to determine 

which type of shorts has a greater margin for error. On certain days of the year, there 

are swirling winds which could be moving at completely opposite directions from one 

side of the court to the other. Furthermore, wind breakers which are used to nullify the 

effect of wind on the court could themselves create uneven conditions such as could be 

the case they are defective. As a result, calibrating for windy conditions is an extremely 

challenging task although not one that is impossible. Perhaps wind sensors either on 

the court or on the ball themselves could provide sufficient data to create a more 

accurate model of a wind’s effect on the tennis ball. The ball machine would then learn 
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by collecting data and learning from them over time in order to adjust. The task of 

predicting winds effects on a tennis ball on the fly would be a very challenging project. 

For this report, we wanted to account for head and tail winds but time ran out. 

3.9.4 Weight and Condition of the Tennis Balls 

The weight of tennis balls can vary depending on the manufacturer. However,  as 

manufactures need to conform to standards, the effect of the weight of a tennis ball is 

relatively small compared to the other external factors. So, the effect of weight and 

condition of tennis balls can be ignored for this project.. 

3.9.5 Implementation 

Corrective steps are taken each time; a command is executed on the target system. For 

example, if the command: operatortt –s 10 –e 10 –t LOB is executed, then it will be 

changed to say operatortt –s 2 –e 10 –t LOB. If the type was NORMAL instead, then it 

would change it to say operatortt –s 10 –e 2 –t NORMAL. In essence, the application 

must take corrective action each time a command is entered.  
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4 Cost 

4.1 Software 

The project initially started as an iPhone project then gravitated towards the Google 

platform and finally back to the iPhone SDK. While there was hardly any cost to 

developing on the Android platform, development for the iPhone required some 

investment. Initially, it cost $199 dollar to register as an iPhone developer, $150 to get 

an iPod Touch and $400 to get a used iMac in order to test the final product.  On the 

other hand, the cost incurred for the hardware was comparable. 

4.2 Hardware 

It cost $400 dollar for the Digi development environment. On the other hand, I did come 

across an embedded solutions manufacturer who thought about providing me with a 

Beta sample.. Unfortunately, I never heard back from the manufacturer..   

The digital potentiometers which were available as samples cost about $3 each if 1000 

or more were purchased. The cost would probably increase if a smaller quantity was 

bought. Nonetheless, the price would probably still be reasonable. The prototype for the 

circuit which handled the parallel to I2C interface was not purchased but based on the 

part numbers, it is safe to approximate its total cost to $60 or less. In the end, the cost 

for all the hardware should have stayed well within $600 which is probably reasonable.  

With a fully working prototype and if the system was to go into production, it is safe to 

say that there would be some discount for the parts that could cover for any additional 

cost of implementation. However, for the Digi controller, it wasn’t quite clear whether 
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that applied. It would seem that a discount would come in the form of discounted service 

support as  Digi, the company,  appears to have a sound service model. 
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5 Future Works 

The prototype for this Masters project was scaled back; it excluded building the 

hardware. Since the goal of this project is to eventually build the product, additional 

work is needed on the hardware side. The wiring must be done to test writing to the 

Embedded Digi board’s peripheral devices in order to communicate with the 

potentiometers..  

On the other hand, authentication should be taken up again. It was decided earlier to 

use ssh, but later on, the concept was dropped. With a socket client-server model, 

some research is needed to find a correct method of authentication. Perhaps using the 

ad-hoc model can provide the desired security. The server could configure a secure 

network which would require authentication. .  

The Digi board which came with a development board has many capabilities. In trying to 

reduce the scope of this project, these capabilities were not explored and the scope of 

this project was limited to writing to well-known ports such as the serial, parallel and usb 

ports. For communicating with digital potentiometers, it was a challenge to expand 

these ports for the number of lines needed so it became very complex whereas it could 

have straightforward had I been more comfortable with the hardware and toolkit 

provided.  

Automation was achieved through the navigation views and the iPhone SDK proved to 

be a lot easier to use then the Android SDK even if I had more familiarity with Android. 

Once the application was stable, it became straightforward to add new features. In 

implementing the GUI, the networking side was left out. Ultimately it will be added in 
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order for the prototype to illustrate basic ball machine operations through the iPhone. 

Authentication was a requirement, and initially doing it through SSH was considered. 

However, with the client-server design, the SSH concept was scrapped.   

Furthermore, going through a switch will prove to be cumbersome when fitting the 

embedded solution onto the Tennis Tutor ball machine. So, having the devices 

communicating through Ad-Hoc networking which could provide a secure model as 

previous stated is a strong possibility..  Overall, the biggest key for completing this 

product will be the refinement of hardware design and its implementation.  A circuit will 

be built directly onto the Digi embedded development board. Once the circuit is built,  

the embedded server code will need to be modified to ensure that the system can talk to 

the digital potentiometers. 
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6 Conclusion 

This project was most challenging in that its scope was hard to contain. There were so 

many interesting pieces that it was hard to pick one. In retrospect, it would have been 

wiser to focus on one side of the project and build it completely.  More time could have 

been then devoted to the hardware design including implementing the driver’s 

implementation.  

With the use of digital potentiometers, extending an existing ball machine user interface 

to an iPhone so that it could  be remotely controlled proved to be feasible. The 

prerequisite for adding remote control capabilities to the Tennis Tutor ball machine 

called for accurate voltage measurements to be taken; the data was needed for 

modeling the correct behavior of the system based on the input voltages. Did a client-

server design represent a solid model for other systems to be operated 

similarly?Additional work is certainly needed to establish a standard. Yet the concept 

provides a look in the future for a vision that has been previously explored but never 

pioneered. 

The project did offer a fresh perspective on new embedded technologies and how they 

can be combined to facilitate fresh solutions and innovative concepts. Overall, it was an 

exciting project, that provided a fresh perspective on embedded systems. 
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